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WELCOME

We eagerly anticipate the wealth of insights, collaborations, and

growth that will emerge from this forum. Thank you for being a part of

this exciting venture. We look forward to welcoming you to the Tiger

Connect Business Forum.

We recognise the powerful synergies between a thriving club and a
successful business. Through these forums, we aim to bridge these worlds,
creating a space where opportunities to connect, learn, and share best
practice occurs.

Our Tiger Connect business forums insightful presentations from industry
leaders addressing challenges within the business community. Attendees
have the opportunity to introduce themselves, participate in facilitated
discussions on relevant business topics, and enjoy keynote addresses from
distinguished speakers. The event is structured to provide valuable
networking opportunities, fostering connections and collaborations among
like-minded professionals.

Darcy Coffey
Chief Executive Officer



CONNECTION,
CALIBRE, CARE

EXTENDING OUR CLUB VALUES TO OUR
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
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ARRIVAL AND TAKE SEATS

WELCOME
Darcy Coffey, CEO, Claremont Football Club, will open the forum
and outline the afternoon’s proceedings.

ANDREW HOLDER - REVO FITNESS
Hear from a recognised industry expert on a trending topic in their field. There will
be time for discussion and thought sharing amongst attendees.

EMMA RIDLEY - THE BRAND AGENCY
Hear from a recognised industry expert on a trending topic in their field. There will
be time for discussion and thought sharing amongst attendees.

MEET YOUR NETWORK
At each forum 3 attendees will be given 90 seconds to introduce themselves, their
company and their connection with Tigerland.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
Darcy Coffey, CEO, Claremont Football Club

DON PYKE - WEST COAST
Enjoy the rare opportunity to hear from a high-profile speaker as they share their
experiences and insights on business and leadership in an intimate environment.

FORMAL EVENT CLOSING & NETWORKING DRINKS COMMENCE
This concludes the formal component of the forum, however we invite and encourage
as many attendees to remain for drinks and conversation in the Tiger Bar

10 MIN INTERMISSION4:15 PM



WHO ATTENDS?

BUSINESS
OWNERS

SENIOR
MANAGERS

PROFESSIONALS

THE TIGERCONNECT BUSINESS FORUM IS TAILORED FOR A DIVERSE

AUDIENCE, WITH A SPECIAL INVITATION TO:

Whether you're steering the ship or leading a business venture, this forum is
crafted to provide insights and connections vital for your strategic vision

For those overseeing key operations, the forum offers a unique platform to
enhance leadership skills, stay abreast of industry challenges, and network
with peers.

Those Looking to Connect, Learn, and Share: We extend a warm welcome to
individuals eager to forge new connections, acquire knowledge, and share
their expertise. The forum is a dynamic space for collaborative learning and
meaningful networking.



REGISTRATION

CONTACT
Claremont Football Club
admin@claremontigers.com
9384 20

Our next event will be held on Thursday 25th July, here at Claremont
Football Club.

We are pleased to offer two (2) complimentary places to all existing
club partners. Any external individuals or businesses seeking to get
involved, tickets are $50 per head. Event numbers are limited.

Please register your attendance to admin@claremonttigers.com
including:

Name
Position
Company

 
Registrations will be accepted on a first come basis, so please RSVP
as soon possible.

Email
Any dietary requirements
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INAUGURAL FORUM RECAP 






